Abstract. For certain positive Borel measures ß on Rand for T any of three naturally associated maximal function operators of Hardy-Littlewood type, the weight pairs (u, v) for which T is of weak type (p, p), 1 < p < oo , and of strong type (p, p), 1 < p < oo , are characterized. Only minimal assumptions are placed on ß ; in particular, ß need not satisfy a doubling condition nor need it be continuous.
Introduction
Let p be a positive Borel measure on R which is finite on bounded sets. Note that /u is regular [10, p. 208] . The maximal function operator M is defined for locally integrable / and x e R by Mßf(x) = sup-^J\f\dß, the supremum being taken over all intervals 7 containing x. The one-sided maximal function operators M*, M~ are defined similarly except that the supremum is taken over intervals of the form [x, x + h) and (x -h, x], h > 0, respectively. Quotients of the form 0/0 are taken to be zero.
If T is any one of these operators and 1 < p < oc, then the weak type inequality Inequalities of this type are intimately connected with the differentiation of integrals and are also of interest because of their application in obtaining boundedness properties of other operators commonly studied in analysis. Although (1.1) and (1.2) have been widely studied, the weight pairs have been characterized only for measures satisfying considerably stronger hypotheses than those assumed here.
If p{x} = 0 for all x e R and T = M , B. Muckenhoupt [5] characterized the two weight function pairs (u, v) for which (1.1) holds and the single weight functions u for which (u,u) satisfies (1.2).
E. Sawyer [6] characterized the two weight function pairs (u, v) satisfying (1.2) for M provided p satisfies a doubling condition.
For M+ and M~ , Sawyer [8] , that is, there is a constant K such that for every -oo < a < b < oo with f,^ aX udp > 0 (1-6) / \M;X[ab)v-XI{p-l)\Pudp<K¡ v~X/{p-X) dp < oc.
(b) T = M~ satisfies (1.2) if and only if (u, v) e Sp(p), that is, there is a constant K such that for every -oo < a < b < oo with L ,udp> 0
(c) T = M satisfies (1.2) if and only if (u,v) e Sp(p), that is, there is a constant K such that for every -oo < a < b < oo
For the single weight function case, u = v , and p > 1, the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent as the following theorem shows. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following lemma, of independent interest, which generalizes a weak type inequality for operators of Hardy type considered in [1, 7] .
Lemma. Let p be a positive Borel measure on R which is finite on bounded sets and let 1 < p < oo. (1.10) (f udp) (f v~x,{p~x)dp] <Kp[0,b)
for all 0 < a < b < oo. Moreover, the smallest constants A in (1.9) and K in (1.10) satisfy CA < Kp < A for a constant C depending only on p . 
for all 0 < a < b < oo. Moreover, the smallest constants A in ( 1.11 ) and K in (1.12) satisfy CA < Kp < A for a constant C depending only on p .
The Lemma is proved in §2 and the proofs of the theorems follow in § §3-5. The letter C will be used to denote constants, possibly depending on p, which may not be the same from line to line. For convenience of notation, when p > 1, set a = v~x'^~x'. The length of an interval J is denoted \J\. An interval J with endpoints a < b which is open at a will be denoted by 
Proof of the Lemma
We shall give the proof only for (a) since the proof for (b) is entirely similar. Suppose first that (1.9) holds and fix 0 < a < b < oo. If 7 = /[0 . a dp -oo, Holder's inequality shows there is g > 0 supported on [0, a] with / gpv dp < 00 but Jgdp = oo. Thus Pfig(x) = oo for x > a, so (1.9) forces /[a>oo)"^i« = 0 and (1.10) holds by convention. If 0 < 7 < oo, let f = X,0 aXo. Then for
and (1.10) follows since B < 1 is arbitrary. Thus (1.9) implies (1.10). Suppose now that (1.10) holds. The Lorentz space Lp'q(udp) , 1 < p < oo, 1 < a < oo, consists of those / for which the quasi-norm ||/||p < oo , where = {{^í/lp-xr(t)Ut)xlq, í<oo, 
p[0,t] u(t)dp(t) for g>0, geLp''x(udp).
for all x, we may assume that xQ = inf{ x > 0 : L x] a dp > 0} < oo. Then C7(x0) < oo unless L x, a dp -0 and G(x) is finite and nonincreasing on (x0, oo) with lim^^ G(x) = 0. Hence (2.3) and (2.1) show / Gp'adp = G(x0/ [ a dp < CKp'\\g\\pp, x there is g > 0 supported on [b, c) with / gpv dp < oo but / g dp = oo.
Then M*g(x) = oo for all x < b so (1.1) forces f bxudp = 0 and (1. fwdp= / f(x) w(ax)+ / dw(t) dp(x)
>w(ax)X / dp+ dw(t)X / dp(x)
-X / w dp.
Letting ax \ a yields / fw dp > XI w dp.
It will suffice to prove If w(z) -0 for some z e (a,b}, let z0 = sup{ z : w(z) = 0}. Then /(a Z)wdp = ¡(a z)udp = 0, and if u(z0)p{z0} > 0, then it;(z0) > 0 also since {M~x[a<b}u)(y) > u(zQ)p{z0}/p(a, b} > 0 for all y e [z0, b}. This shows that (3.8) holds for all z e (a,b}.
Since B < 1 was arbitrary, this proves (3.5) and completes the proof of (1.1) for p = 1.
The proof of part (a) is complete. The proof of part (b) is similar and is therefore omitted. For part (c), the proof that (1.1) for M implies (1.5) is similar to the proof which showed (1.1) for M^ implies (1.3). If (1.5) holds, then both (1.3) and (1.4) hold, so (1.1) for M follows from parts (a) and (b) since MJ < M+f + M~f.
Proof of Theorem 2
Suppose T = M^ satisfies (1.2) and -oo < a < b < oo with f,^ a]udp> 0. If L b) a dp -oo, there is g > 0 supported on [a, b) with / gpv dp < oo but I g dp -oc. Then M^g(x) = oo for all x < a so (1. Let Ek = Cik\Çik+l ,Ejtk = Ij,k\nk+X, and FjJc = IenEjk . Then Holder's inequality applied to (4.2) shows that f, . , a dp > 0 for x e 7, t. This lx 'Dj ,kJ J » combined with (4.1) gives 0 < / a dp < oo Vx e F¡ . dv(j, k,x) = ß[x,bj k} XF (x)u(x)dp(x) j ,k on Z x Z x R, and let T denote the linear operator given by Tg(j,k,x) = a dp /" \M+f\pudp<2p f \T(fo-X)\p dv J(N,oo)nle J <C j\fo-X\podp = C jfvdp.
Thus, first letting £ -► 0, then A -» -co, (1.2) is obtained.
It remains to prove the weak type inequality (4.4) /, dv < CX~I go dp VA>0. and hence also from Lp (du) into Lp (du) with norm depending only on p
